Distance approx. 2 miles  Time 1 hour.  *Please note this walk is not possible on Tuesdays due to permissive path being closed at the Oxpens.  Easy walk but not suitable for push chairs

1. Leave the car park, and turn R along Mill Lane, pass the Church (1) on L, Mill (2) on R, cross Mill Bridge (3) to reach the Oxpens (4) on your R.  Turn R through the building and through door at back*. (Route is marked ABCDE on display board at Oxpens.) Follow the permissive path over the stream and along the field edge, keeping the waterways to your R. Please observe notices regarding nesting birds/wildfowl (B).

2. After about 1 Km you approach trees and reach a T- junction with a tree trunk seat on L.  Turn R here and follow waymarked path over several bridges and cross river with weirs, an attractive spot known as ‘The Cascades’ (18). Cross to squeeze gate (sign Bull in field – but it is rarely there.) Bear R round three sides of the waterworks building and pick up track which climbs hill and over cattle grid. Pass through gate at crest of hill, and follow track to far gate. Cross stone stile and turn right onto road.  Polish Memorial wall plaque (19) is set into stone on R by gate. Follow road, past schools back into Fairford, along Milton St (20) and past Dovecot (21) to car park.